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Questioning    5 4 3 2 1 0 

______I formulated a thoughtful question to research. 
 _____ question helped me solve a problem 
 _____ question narrowed or broadened my topic 
 _____ question opened several avenues for me to explore  

 
Finding         5 4 3 2 1 0 

_____I investigated information from a full range of quality electronic and print sources, including 
          appropriate library databases and primary sources. 
_____developed effective search strategies for locating information 
_____brainstormed key words, subject categories, related terms 
_____developed combinations of search terms using search operators 
_____ used technology tools to track and share sources

 
Evaluating  5 4 3 2 1 0 

_____I used specific criteria in selecting a full range of sources to answer my question.  
_____used advanced search features in databases and search engines 

 _____reviewed website content using the C.R.A.P. checklist 
_____used technology tools to gather relevant information effectively and efficiently 

 
Applying  5 4 3 2 1 0 

_____I processed and combined ideas and information from various sources to answer my question. 
 _____organized my notes using a consistent format or tool 

_____paraphrased effectively 
 _____used "quotable" quotations (quotes truly worthy of quoting) 

_____developed an outline 
 _____ tracked information and sources to avoid plagiarism 

 
 

Sharing  5 4 3 2 1 0 
_____I ethically organized and shared my research using a variety of multimedia technologies. 
_____synthesized information to convey new understanding   
_____used effective supporting evidence 

 _____credited ideas, text, graphics, media  
 _____followed in-text documentation format correctly  
 _____followed a standard format for citations and presentation construction correctly 

 
Reflecting  5 4 3 2 1 0 
 _____I evaluated and reflected thoughtfully and specifically on the process 
 _____collected feedback from others  
 _____reflected on applying my learning to future projects 
 
 
You are welcome to use any or all of this document. 
Please give credit to INFOhio, www.infohio.org. 
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